220a Autumn 2017

(what we covered in first class meeting)

music programming will be in Chuck, JavaScript, Faust languages

220a main page (with news, updates and a variety of links)

links to syllabus (what we'll cover) and schedule (when)

Tue / Thu will consist of lectures and hands-on tutorials
(& pre-recorded videos of the lectures are available)

Readings are online

plus (optional) text
authors: Ajay Kapur, Perry Cook, Spencer Salazar, and Ge Wang
Programming for Musicians and Digital Artists Creating music with ChucK

plus course prep online (optional)
Introduction to Programming for Musicians and Digital Artists

Music presentations (starting with 3 for Thursday)
see Nolan

CCRMA Accounts / Homework Factory
see Emily
Account signups happen in one week (3-Oct)

Core Lecture materials
are all open source and online (code, music, videos, examples, etc.)

Needle Drop
How long is 100ms?
...name that tune (from 100ms!)

///////////

Library access via EZproxy - the bookmark you create will allow you to access course material (i.e. the readings this week and other research materials that Stanford subscribes to) with your Stanford login.
https://library.stanford.edu/using/connecting-e-resources